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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention generally relates to im-
aging systems of a controlled vehicle, and more partic-
ularly, to imaging systems for controlling the exterior
lights of the controlled vehicle.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0002] According to one aspect of the present inven-
tion, an imaging system is provided. An image sensor is
configured to acquire one or more images of a scene
external and forward of a controlled vehicle and to gen-
erate image data corresponding to the acquired images.
A controller is communicatively connected to the image
sensor and is configured to receive and analyze the im-
age data. The controller detects an object of interest in
the image data, wherein the object of interest is at least
one of an oncoming vehicle and a preceding vehicle. The
controller generates an ON signal or an OFF signal based
on the detection of the object of interest in the image
data, or lack thereof. A high beam control of the vehicle
is turned ON based on the ON signal or is turned OFF
based on the OFF signal. The controller modifies a future
response time at which the OFF signal is generated
based on an external overriding of the ON signal or the
OFF signal.
[0003] According to another aspect of the present in-
vention, a method of controlling exterior lights of a vehicle
is provided and includes the steps of: acquiring one or
more images of a scene external and forward of a con-
trolled vehicle and to generating image data correspond-
ing to the acquired images; analyzing the image data;
detecting an object of interest in the image data, wherein
the object of interest is at least one of an oncoming vehicle
and a preceding vehicle; generating an ON signal or an
OFF signal based on the detection of the object of interest
in the image data, or lack thereof, wherein a high beam
control of the vehicle is turned ON based on the ON sig-
nal, and wherein the high beam control of the vehicle is
turned OFF based on the OFF signal; and modifying a
future response time at which the OFF signal is generated
based on an external overriding of the ON signal or the
OFF signal.
[0004] According to yet another aspect of the present
invention, a non-transitory computer readable medium
is provided. The non-transitory computer medium in-
cludes software instructions stored thereon and execut-
ed by a processor. The software instructions include the
steps of: acquiring one or more images of a scene exter-
nal and forward of a controlled vehicle and to generating
image data corresponding to the acquired images; ana-
lyzing the image data; detecting an object of interest in
the image data, wherein the object of interest is at least
one of an oncoming vehicle and a preceding vehicle; gen-
erating an ON signal or an OFF signal based on the de-

tection of the object of interest in the image data, or lack
thereof, wherein a high beam control of the vehicle is
turned ON based on the ON signal, and wherein the high
beam control of the vehicle is turned OFF based on the
OFF signal; and modifying a future response time at
which the OFF signal is generated based on an external
overriding of the ON signal or the OFF signal.
[0005] These and other aspects, objects, and features
of the present invention will be understood and appreci-
ated by those skilled in the art upon studying the following
specification, claims, and appended drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0006] In the drawings:

FIG. 1 is a block diagram illustrating one embodiment
of an imaging system of a controlled vehicle and in-
cludes an image sensor in communication with a
controller;
FIG. 2 represents an image acquired by the image
sensor of the imaging system;
FIG. 3 illustrates one embodiment of a rearview mir-
ror assembly incorporating certain components of
the imaging system; and
FIG. 4 is a flow diagram of a method for controlling
the exterior lights of the controlled vehicle.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EM-
BODIMENTS

[0007] As required, detailed embodiments of the
present invention are disclosed herein. However, it is to
be understood that the disclosed embodiments are mere-
ly exemplary of the invention that may be embodied in
various and alternative forms. The figures are not nec-
essarily to a detailed design and some schematics may
be exaggerated or minimized to show function overview.
Therefore, specific structural and functional details dis-
closed herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but
merely as a representative basis for teaching one skilled
in the art to variously employ the present invention.
[0008] As used herein, the term "and/or," when used
in a list of two or more items, means that any one of the
listed items can be employed by itself, or any combination
of two or more of the listed items can be employed. For
example, if a composition is described as containing
components A, B, and/or C, the composition can contain
A alone; B alone; C alone; A and B in combination; A and
C in combination; B and C in combination; or A, B, and
C in combination.
[0009] Reference will now be made in detail to the
present preferred embodiments, examples of which are
illustrated in the accompanying drawings. Wherever pos-
sible, the same reference numerals will be used through-
out the drawings to refer to the same or like parts. In the
drawings, the depicted structural elements are not to
scale and certain components are enlarged relative to
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the other components for purposes of emphasis and un-
derstanding.
[0010] The embodiments described herein relate to an
imaging system capable of controlling or otherwise com-
municating with an exterior light control system of a con-
trolled vehicle in response to image data acquired from
an image sensor, which captures images external and
forward of the vehicle. Adaptive Main Beam Control
(ADB) and alternate methods of controlling the light beam
illumination in front of a motor vehicle maximizes the use
of high beams at night by identifying oncoming and pre-
ceding vehicles and automatically controlling the high
beam lighting pattern. This prevents glare to other vehi-
cles, yet maintains a high beam light distribution to illu-
minate areas not occupied by other vehicles. Some im-
aging systems are known for controlling exterior vehicle
lights in response to images captured forward of the ve-
hicle. In these systems, a controller would analyze the
captured images and determine if any oncoming or pre-
ceding vehicles were present in a glare area in front of
the controlled vehicle employing the system. This "glare
area" was the area in which the exterior lights of the con-
trolled vehicle would cause excessive glare to a driver of
another an oncoming or preceding vehicle if the exterior
lights were in a high beam state (or some state other than
a low beam state). If a vehicle was present in the glare
area, the controller may respond by turning OFF the high
beams or recommending the same so as to not cause
glare to the other driver(s). Examples of such systems
are described in United States Patent Nos. 5,837,994,
5,990,469, 6,008,486, 6,049,171, 6,130,421, 6,130,448,
6,166,698, 6,255,639, 6,379,013, 6,403,942, 6,587,573,
6,593,698, 6,611,610, 6,631,316, 6,653,614, 6,728,393,
6,774,988, 6,861,809, 6,906,467, 6,947,577, 7,321,112,
7,417,221, 7,565,006, 7,567,291, 7,653,215, 7,683,326,
7,881,839, 8,045,760, 8,120,652, and 8,543,254. Anoth-
er known construction includes U.S. Patent No.
7,565,006, which discloses image acquisition and
processing methods for automatic vehicular exterior
lighting control including a modification of future re-
sponse time based on a detection of objects of interest.
[0011] U.S. Pat. No. 8,543,254, entitled "VEHICULAR
IMAGING SYSTEM AND METHOD FOR DETERMIN-
ING ROADWAY WIDTH," discloses an imaging system
that improves upon the prior systems by determining a
road model based on the roadway width and roadway
type (i.e., a motorway, two-lane road, multi-lane road,
etc.) in order to more accurately discriminate between
other vehicles and non-vehicle light sources and to allow
different modes of operation depending upon the type of
roadway on which the controlled vehicle is traveling.
More specifically, the roadway width may be estimated
from various objects detected in the forward scene, in-
cluding lane markers, reflectors, road signs, and any oth-
er objects that may be useful to detect the edges of the
road. The roadway type may be determined from the
roadway width. Other vehicle parameters such as vehicle
speed, yaw, roll, position and vehicle direction may also

be used when determining the roadway type and the road
model. Then, using the road model, the system may track
the positioning (or "world positioning") of the controlled
vehicle relative to the movement, brightness, size, color,
and other characteristics of various detected light sourc-
es to determine if the light sources appear to be on the
roadway. If so, the light sources are more likely to be
another vehicle to which the system responds by appro-
priately controlling the exterior lights.
[0012] In these prior systems, the response time at
which the high beams are turned OFF is typically set to
a default setting (e.g., by an original equipment manu-
facturer (OEM)) and fails to account for varying driving
environments along with the preferences of a driver of
the controlled vehicle. Accordingly, drivers desiring faster
or slower response times are forced to manually override
the automatic control of the high beams in order to turn
OFF the high beams or keep the high beams turned ON
for a longer period of time. In one exemplary scenario, a
driver operating the controlled vehicle along a curved
road in a hill or mountain area may desire the high beams
to be turned OFF sooner for fear of causing excessive
glare to a driver of another vehicle that suddenly appears
in front of the controlled vehicle. In another exemplary
scenario, a driver operating the controlled vehicle along
a substantially straight road in a relatively flat environ-
ment may desire for the high beams to remain turned ON
for a longer period of time. In yet another exemplary sce-
nario, a driver operating the controlled vehicle may simply
desire faster or slower response times based on an op-
erating environment of the controlled vehicle when on-
coming or preceding vehicles are absent. In such sce-
narios, the driver of the controlled vehicle is forced to
override automatic control of the high beams, which may
be performed externally through conventional means
such as, but not limited to, manipulation of an indicator
stalk next to the steering wheel of the controlled vehicle.
[0013] Accordingly, an improved imaging system is de-
scribed herein and is capable of modifying the response
time in which the high beams are turned OFF to better
suit the preferences of a driver as well as take into ac-
count the current operating environment of a controlled
vehicle. With respect to the embodiments described
herein, it is assumed that the controlled vehicle is oper-
ating in a dark environment such that the use of high
beams would assist a driver in navigating the controlled
vehicle. It is contemplated that the automatic control of
the high beams may be based on information from an
ambient light sensor or other means by which the imaging
system can determine the lighting conditions of an oper-
ating environment.
[0014] With reference to FIG. 1, an imaging system 10
is shown according to one embodiment and includes an
image sensor 12 and a controller 14 communicatively
connected to the image sensor 12. The image sensor 12
is configured to acquire one or more images of a scene
external and forward of a controlled vehicle and to gen-
erate image data corresponding to the acquired images.
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The controller 14 receives and analyzes the image data
to detect an object(s) of interest, or lack thereof. Accord-
ing to one embodiment, the object of interest(s) includes
at least one of an oncoming vehicle and a preceding ve-
hicle, either of which may be configured as a 4-wheeled
vehicle, a two-wheeled vehicle (e.g., a motorcycle), or a
vehicle having a different wheel number. For the purpos-
es of illustration, FIG. 2 generally represents an image
16 acquired by the image sensor 12 and includes an on-
coming vehicle 18 and a preceding vehicle 20 each lo-
cated forward of the controlled vehicle and travelling on
a road 21, generally depicted as a straight road for ex-
emplary purposes. To detect the oncoming and preced-
ing vehicles 18, 20, the controller 14 may analyze image
data for the presence of light features indicative of head-
lamps 22 and taillights 24. Such light features may in-
clude brightness, color, size, movement, location, as well
as any other light characteristics known in the art.
[0015] Accordingly, by analyzing light features present
in the image data to determine the presence of head-
lamps 22 and taillights 24, the controller 14 may differ-
entiate between the oncoming vehicle 18 and the pre-
ceding vehicle 20 and may further differentiate the on-
coming and preceding vehicles 18, 20 from non-vehicle
light sources appearing in the image data such as, but
not limited to, a street sign 26, a street lamp 27, and a
traffic light 28. In one embodiment, the controller 14 may
include a classification module 30 that classifies a light
source appearing in the image data as an object of inter-
est (i.e., either an oncoming vehicle or a preceding ve-
hicle) or an object of noninterest (e.g., a sign, a street
lamp, a traffic light, etc.).
[0016] With continued reference to FIG. 1, the control-
ler 14 generates a signal 32 for a high beam 34 of the
controlled vehicle to be turned ON or OFF based on the
detection of an object(s) of interest in the image data or
lack thereof. For example, the signal 32 generated by
the controller 14 may correspond to an "ON signal" to
turn ON the high beam 34 when an object(s) of interest
is not detected or the object(s) of interest is detected but
is not located in the glare area. In instances where the
object(s) of interest is detected to be in the glare area or
about to enter the glare area, the signal 32 generated by
the controller 14 may correspond to an "OFF signal" to
turn OFF the high beam 34. In one embodiment, the sig-
nal 32 is indicative of a recommendation for the high
beam 34 to be turned ON or OFF and is provided to an
exterior light control system 35 of the controlled vehicle,
which may heed the recommendation by outputting a sig-
nal 36 to control the high beam 34 accordingly. Alterna-
tively, the exterior light control system 35 may override
the signal 32 based on information from vehicle input
and/or other considerations. The signal 32 may include
not only a recommendation, but also a code representing
a reason for the recommendation so that the exterior light
control system 35 may determine whether or not an over-
ride is necessary. Alternatively, the signal 32 may bypass
the exterior light control system 35 such that the signal

32 directly controls the high beam 34. While the controller
14 is shown in FIG. 1 as being separate from the exterior
light control system 35, it should be appreciated that the
controller 14 may be integrated with the exterior light con-
trol system 35 or other vehicle equipment in other em-
bodiments.
[0017] It should be appreciated that the controller 14
may generate other signals used for ultimately controlling
other exterior lights of the controlled vehicle. As used
herein, "exterior lights" broadly includes any exterior
lighting on the controlled vehicle. Such exterior lights may
include headlamps (both low and high beam if separate
from another), taillights, foul weather lights such as fog
lights, brake lights, center-mounted stop lights
(CHMSLs), turn signals, back-up lights, etc. Accordingly,
it will be apparent to those skilled in the art that the exterior
lights may be operated in several different modes includ-
ing conventional low beam and high beam states. The
exterior lights may also be operated as daytime running
lights, and additionally as super-bright high beams in
those countries where they are permitted.
[0018] The brightness of the exterior lights may be con-
tinuously varied between the low, high, and super-bright
states. Separate lights may be provided for obtaining
each of these states or the actual brightness of the ex-
terior lights may be varied to accomplish the same. In
both instances, the "perceived brightness" or illumination
patterns of the exterior lights may be varied. As used
herein, the term "perceived brightness" generally refers
to the brightness of the exterior lights as perceived by an
observer outside the controlled vehicle. Most typically,
such observers will be drivers or passengers in an on-
coming or preceding vehicle. Generally, the high beam
34 is controlled such that if an observer is located in a
vehicle within a glare area relative to the controlled ve-
hicle (i.e., the area in which the observer would perceive
the brightness of the high beam 34 as causing excessive
glare), the beam illumination pattern is varied such that
the observer is no longer in the glare area. The perceived
brightness and/or glare area of the high beam 34 may
be varied by changing an illumination output of the high
beam 34, steering the direction in which the high beam
34 is aimed, selectively blocking or otherwise deactivat-
ing the high beam 34, or a combination of the above.
[0019] As further shown in FIG. 1, a number of vehicle
inputs may be provided to the controller 14 and may be
taken into account in generating the signal 32. For ex-
ample, the controller 14 may receive a vehicle speed
input 37, a vehicle yaw input 38, a vehicle roll input 39,
a vehicle pitch input 40, a steering wheel angle input 42,
a vehicle position input 44 (e.g., from a GPS device), and
an override input 46. These and other inputs may be pro-
vided to the controller 14 from a variety of conventional
vehicle equipment over a CAN bus, a LIN bus, or any
other suitable communication link. Additionally or alter-
natively, some or all of the inputs may be provided to the
exterior light control system 35 and be subsequently
communicated to the controller 14. In operation, the con-
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troller 14 may take advantage of the availability of these
inputs in making decisions related to the generation of
signal 32. For example, inputs 37-42 provide vehicle
speed, yaw, pitch, roll, and steering wheel angle infor-
mation to the controller 14 to enable the controller 14 to
decide whether or not to generate the signal 32 based
on a relative positioning between the controlled vehicle
and a detected object(s) of interest. The positional input
44 provides a geographical coordinate to the controller
14 and enables the controller 14 to determine whether
or not to generate the signal 32 based on a type of road
and/or a geographical region (e.g., a mountain, forest,
countryside, etc.) in which the controlled vehicle is trav-
elling. Override input 46 provides the controller 14 with
information related to an overriding of the signal 32. For
example, this may occur when a driver of the controlled
vehicle manually intervenes to turn ON the high beam
34 in instances where the signal 32 recommends that
the high beam 34 be turned OFF, or vice versa.
[0020] Referring to FIG. 3, portions of imaging system
10 can be advantageously integrated into a rearview mir-
ror assembly 48. For example, the image sensor 12 may
be integrated into a mount 50 of the rearview mirror as-
sembly 48 to provide an unobstructed forward view
through a windshield region 52 of the controlled vehicle
that is typically cleaned by the controlled vehicle’s wind-
shield wipers. Additionally, the mounting of the image
sensor 12 in the rearview mirror assembly 48 permits
sharing of circuitry such as a power supply, microcon-
troller, and light sensors. Rearview mirror assembly 48
may include a mirror element 54 that is a prismatic ele-
ment or an electro-optic element, such as an electrochro-
mic element. The mount 50 may be generally opaque
except for an aperture 56 through which light from a for-
ward external scene is received by the image sensor 12.
[0021] It is contemplated that the image sensor 12 may
be any conventional image sensor. Examples of suitable
imaging sensors are disclosed in United States Patent
Nos. 8,289,430 and 8,924,078, and in United States Pro-
visional Application Nos. 61/500,418 entitled "MEDIAN
FILTER" filed on June 23, 2011, by Jon H. Bechtel et al.;
61/544,315 entitled "MEDIAN FILTER" and filed on Oc-
tober 7, 2011, by Jon H. Bechtel et al.; 61/556,864 entitled
"HIGH DYNAMIC RANGE CAMERA LOW LIGHT LEV-
EL FILTERING" filed on November 8, 2011, by Jon H.
Bechtel et al.,.
[0022] In operation, the image sensor 12 may be con-
trolled by the controller 14 to acquire one or more images
of a scene external and forward of the controlled vehicle.
The controller 14 may be provided on a circuit board 58
provided inside the mount 50 by conventional means.
Communication between the controller 14 and vehicle
equipment (e.g., exterior light control system 35) may
occur via communication bus 60 and it is contemplated
that the controller 14 and image sensor 12 may be pow-
ered using the same. Communication between the con-
troller 14 and the image sensor 12 may occur over a
communication bus 61, which may be a bi-directional se-

rial bus, a parallel bus, a combination of both, or other
suitable means.
[0023] Additional details on the manner by which the
image sensor may be integrated into a rearview mirror
assembly and configured to acquire images are provided
in U.S. Patent No. 6,611,610. Alternative rearview mirror
assembly constructions used to implement exterior light
control systems are disclosed in U.S. Patent No.
6,587,573, .
[0024] Referring to FIG. 4, a method 62 of controlling
the high beam 34 of the controlled vehicle is shown ac-
cording to one embodiment. The method 62 is described
herein as being implemented by the controller 14 and
may be stored to a memory 63 (FIG. 1) as a subroutine
executed by a processor 64 (FIG. 1). The method 62 may
be embodied as a non-transitory computer readable me-
dium having stored thereon software instructions that,
when executed by the processor 64, cause the processor
64 to execute the steps of the method 62. In other words,
aspects of the method 62 may be achieved by software
stored on a non-transitory computer readable medium or
software modifications or updates to existing software
residing in a non-transitory computer readable medium.
Such software or software updates may be downloaded
into a first non-transitory computer readable medium 65
(FIG. 1) of the controller 14, typically prior to being in-
stalled in the controlled vehicle, from a second non-tran-
sitory computer readable medium 66 (FIG. 1) remotely
located from the first non-transitory computer readable
medium 65. The second non-transitory computer read-
able medium 66 may be in communication with the first
non-transitory computer readable medium 65 by any suit-
able means, which may at least partially include the In-
ternet or a local or wide area wired or wireless network.
[0025] As shown in FIG. 4, the method 62 may begin
at step 100, where the controller 14 receives image data
from the image sensor 12. At step 105, the controller 14
analyzes the image data to detect an object(s) of interest.
Assuming dark conditions are present, the controller gen-
erates the signal 32 to either turn ON or OFF the high
beam 34 of the controlled vehicle in response to detection
of an object(s) of interest or lack thereof, at step 110. As
described herein, the signal 32 may correspond to either
an ON signal or an OFF signal and may serve only as a
recommendation to turn the high beam 34 ON or OFF or
otherwise directly control the high beam 34 to do the
same. If the signal 32 corresponds to an ON signal indi-
cating for the high beam 34 to be turned ON, the controller
14 proceeds to steps 115 and 120 to check whether an
override (e.g., an external override using an indicator
stalk) of the signal 32 has occurred via override input 46
and whether an object(s) of interest is detected in the
image data.
[0026] If no override has occurred, the controller 14
returns to step 100. If an override has occurred but no
object(s) of interest is detected in the image data, the
controller 14 proceeds to step 125 to detect an object(s)
of noninterest in the image data. As described herein, an
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object of noninterest may include a variety of non-vehicle
light sources such as a sign, street lamp, stop light, etc.
If no object(s) of noninterest is detected in the image
data, the controller 14 returns to step 100. Otherwise, if
an object(s) of noninterest is detected in the image data,
the controller 14 proceeds to step 130 to modify a future
response time at which the OFF signal is generated in
instances where the signal 32 corresponds to an ON sig-
nal and only the object(s) of noninterest is detected in
the image data. In the present scenario, the overriding
of the ON signal typically indicates that a driver of the
controlled vehicle desires for the high beam 34 to be
turned OFF sooner. This may occur when a controlled
vehicle transitions from a dark area into an area having
many non-vehicle light sources such as a city street and
the like, whereby lighting from the non-vehicle light sourc-
es provides sufficient illumination to a driver of the con-
trolled vehicle. Accordingly, the controller 14 may shorten
the future response time of the OFF signal in instances
where the signal 32 corresponds to an ON signal and a
large number of objects of noninterest are detected in
the image data. For example, the controller 14 may short-
en the future response time of the OFF when the number
of objects of noninterest detected at step 125 meet or
exceed a threshold value. Additionally the controller 14
may shorten the future response time of the OFF signal
based on vehicle input from inputs 37-44, thereby taking
into account a speed of the controlled vehicle, a vehicle
position (e.g., distance and/or orientation) of the control-
led vehicle relative to the detected object(s) of noninter-
est, and/or a geographical location of the controlled ve-
hicle.
[0027] According to the invention, a weighted value
may be assigned to light features associated with the
detected object(s) of noninterest in order to hasten its
classification by the classification module 30. As a result,
the future response time at which the OFF signal is gen-
erated is decreased such that the high beam 34 is turned
OFF sooner. The amount by which the future response
time is decreased may be variously determined by the
OEM. In embodiments where the high beam 34 is con-
tinuously variable between an ON and OFF state, the
future response time of the OFF signal, as modified in
step 130, may result in a shortened start time at which
to begin dimming of the high beam 34 and/or a shortened
length of time to dim off the high beam 34. Once the future
response time of the OFF signal has been modified, the
controller 14 saves it to memory 63 (FIG. 1) at step 135
and returns to step 100. In some embodiments, the future
response time of the OFF signal, as modified at step 130,
may overwrite a default response time or a previously
saved future response time of the OFF signal such that
the high beam 34 is turned OFF pursuant to the most
recently saved future response time in a subsequent it-
eration of step 110 under the conditions described above.
Thus, it is to be understood that the future response time
of the OFF signal, as modified and saved in steps 130
and 135, can be later implemented in specific instances

where the signal 32 corresponds to an ON signal (e.g.,
resulting in the high beam 34 being in an ON state) and
is based on a large number of objects of noninterest being
detected in the image data, a speed of the controlled
vehicle, a relative positioning between the controlled ve-
hicle and the detected object(s) of noninterest, a geo-
graphical location of the controlled vehicle, or any com-
bination thereof.
[0028] Returning to step 115 and 120, if an override
has occurred and an object(s) of interest is detected in
the image data, the controller 14 proceeds to step 140
to determine if the object(s) of interest is an oncoming or
preceding vehicle. As described herein, the controller 14
may differentiate between an oncoming or preceding ve-
hicle by analyzing light features to determine the pres-
ence of a headlamp or a taillight in the image data. Anal-
ysis of light features may also reduce or eliminate the
likelihood of falsely identifying an object of noninterest
as an object of interest. Once the controller 14 identifies
the object(s) of interest as either an oncoming or preced-
ing vehicle, the controller 14 proceeds to step 145 to mod-
ify a future response time at which the OFF signal is gen-
erated in instances where the high beam 34 is turned ON
and the object(s) of interest is detected in the imaged
data. Generally, the overriding of the ON signal when an
object(s) of interest is detected in the image data typically
means that a driver of the controlled vehicle desires for
the high beam 34 to be turned OFF sooner, such as in
the scenario where the controlled vehicle is operating in
an environment where other vehicles may suddenly ap-
pear in front of the controlled vehicle (e.g., along a curved
road in a hill or mountain area). Accordingly, the controller
14 may shorten the future response time of the OFF sig-
nal whenever the signal 32 corresponds to an ON signal
and the object(s) of interest is detected in the image data
at close range, such as within a predetermined distance
from the controlled vehicle. Additionally or alternatively,
the controller 14 may shorten the future response time
of the OFF signal based on a speed of the controlled
vehicle and/or an orientation of the controlled vehicle rel-
ative to the detected object(s) of interest. In some em-
bodiments, the distance and relative orientation between
the controlled vehicle and the detected object(s) of inter-
est may be determined based on information provided
from inputs 37-42. Additionally or alternatively still, the
controller 14 may shorten the future response time of the
OFF signal based on the number of object of interest
detected in the image data and/or information provided
from input 44, thereby taking into account a geographical
location of the controlled vehicle.
[0029] According to one embodiment, a weighted val-
ue may be assigned to light features associated with ei-
ther a headlamp or taillight in order to hasten their clas-
sification by the classification module 30. As a result, the
future response time at which the OFF signal is generated
is decreased such that the high beam 34 is turned OFF
sooner and may be variously determined by the OEM.
In embodiments where the high beam 34 is continuously
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variable between an ON and OFF state, the future re-
sponse time of the OFF signal, as modified in step 145,
may result in a shortened start time at which to begin
dimming of the high beam 34 and/or a shortened length
of time to dim off the high beam 34. By performing step
140 before step 145, the future response time may be
variable based on the number and classification of the
object(s) of interest, namely whether the object(s) of in-
terest is an oncoming or preceding vehicle. However, it
is contemplated that the response time may be the same
regardless of whether the object(s) of interest is an on-
coming or preceding vehicle, if desired. Once the future
response time of the OFF signal has been modified, the
controller 14 saves it to memory 63 (FIG. 1) at step 135
and returns to step 100. In some embodiments, the future
response time of the OFF signal, as modified at step 145,
may overwrite a default response time or a previously
saved future response time of the OFF signal such that
the high beam 34 is turned OFF pursuant to the most
recently saved future response time in a subsequent it-
eration of the step 110 under the conditions described
above. Thus, it is to be understood that the future re-
sponse time of the OFF signal, as modified and saved in
steps 145 and 135, can be later implemented in specific
instances where the signal 32 corresponds to an ON sig-
nal (e.g., resulting in the high beam 34 being in an ON
state) and may be based on the number of objects of
interest detected in the image data, a speed of the con-
trolled vehicle, a relative distance and/or orientation be-
tween the controlled vehicle and the detected object(s)
of interest, a geographical location of the controlled ve-
hicle, or any combination thereof.
[0030] Returning back to step 110, if the signal 32 cor-
responds to an OFF signal indicating for the high beam
34 to be turned OFF, the controller 14 proceeds to steps
150 and 155 to check whether an override of the signal
32 has occurred via override input 46 and whether an
object(s) of interest is detected in the image data. If no
override has occurred, the controller 14 returns to step
100. If an override has occurred but no object(s) of inter-
est is detected in the image data, the controller 14 pro-
ceeds to step 125 to detect an object(s) of noninterest in
the image data. If no object(s) of noninterest is detected
in the image data, the controller 14 returns to step 100.
Otherwise, if an object(s) of noninterest is detected in the
image data, the controller 14 proceeds to step 130 to
modify a future response time at which the OFF signal
is generated in instances where the signal 32 corre-
sponds to an ON signal and only the object(s) of nonin-
terest is detected in the image data. In the present sce-
nario, the overriding of the OFF signal typically indicates
that a driver of the controlled vehicle desires for the high
beam 34 to remain ON longer when only the object(s) of
noninterest is present in the image data. This may occur
in dark areas having few non-vehicle light sources such
as a country road and the like. Accordingly, the controller
14 may increase the future response time of the OFF
signal in instances where the signal 32 corresponds to

an ON signal and the objects of noninterest detected in
the image data are few in number. For example, the con-
troller 14 may increase the future response time of the
OFF signal when the number of objects of noninterest
detected at step 125 fail to meet or is below a threshold
value. Additionally or alternatively, the controller 14 may
increase the future response time of the OFF signal
based on vehicle input from inputs 37-44, thereby taking
into account a speed of the controlled vehicle, a position
(e.g., distance and/or orientation) of the controlled vehi-
cle relative to the detected object(s) of noninterest as
well as a geographical location of the controlled vehicle.
[0031] According to the invention, a weighted value
may be assigned to light features associated with the
detected object(s) of noninterest in order to prolong its
classification by the classification module 30. As a result,
the future response time at which the OFF signal is gen-
erated is increased such that the high beam 34 remains
ON longer and may be variously determined by the OEM.
In embodiments where the high beam 34 is continuously
variable between an ON and OFF state, the future re-
sponse time of the OFF signal, as modified in step 130,
may result in a prolonged start time at which to begin
dimming of the high beam 34 and/or a prolonged length
of time to dim off the high beam 34. Once the future re-
sponse time of the OFF signal has been modified, the
controller 14 saves it to memory 63 (FIG. 1) at step 135
and returns to step 100. In some embodiments, the future
response time of the OFF signal, as modified at step 130,
may overwrite a default response time or a previously
saved future response time of the OFF signal such that
the high beam 34 is turned OFF pursuant to the most
recently saved future response time in a subsequent it-
eration of step 110 under the conditions described above.
Thus, it is to be understood that the future response time
of the OFF signal, as modified and saved in steps 130
and 135, can be later implemented in specific instances
where the signal 32 corresponds to an ON signal (e.g.,
resulting in the high beam 34 being in an ON state) and
may be based on a small number of objects of noninterest
being detected in the image data, a speed of the control-
led vehicle, a relative positioning between the controlled
vehicle and the detected object(s) of noninterest, a geo-
graphical location of the controlled vehicle, or any com-
bination thereof.
[0032] Returning back to steps 150 and 155, if an over-
ride has occurred and an object of interest is detected in
the image data, the controller 14 proceeds to step 160
to determine if the object of interest is an oncoming or
preceding vehicle. Once the controller 14 identifies the
object of interest as either an oncoming or preceding ve-
hicle, the controller 14 proceeds to step 165 to modify a
future response time at which the OFF signal is generated
in instances where the high beam 34 is turned ON and
the object(s) of interest is detected in the imaged data.
Generally, the overriding of the ON signal when the ob-
ject(s) of interest is detected in the image data means
that a driver of the controlled vehicle desires for the high
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beam 34 to remain ON longer, such as in the scenario
where the controlled vehicle is operating along a sub-
stantially straight road in a relatively flat environment and
oncoming or preceding vehicles are detected at greater
distances relative the controlled vehicle. Accordingly, the
controller 14 may increase the future response time of
the OFF signal whenever the signal 32 corresponds to
an ON signal and the object(s) of interest is detected in
the image data at long range, such as beyond a prede-
termined distance from the controlled vehicle. Addition-
ally or alternatively, the controller 14 may modify the fu-
ture response time of the OFF signal based on an orien-
tation of the controlled vehicle relative to the detected
object(s) of interest. Generally, if the detected object(s)
of interest is approaching the controlled vehicle head on,
it is more indicative that the controlled vehicle is operating
on a substantially straight road. In some embodiments,
the distance and relative orientation between the control-
led vehicle and the detected object(s) of interest may be
determined based on information provided from inputs
37-42. Additionally or alternatively still, the controller 14
may modify the future response time of the OFF signal
based on the number of object(s) of interest detected in
the image data and/or information provided from input
44, thereby taking into account a geographical location
of the controlled vehicle.
[0033] According to one embodiment, a weighted val-
ue may be assigned to light features associated with ei-
ther a headlamp or taillight in order to prolong their clas-
sification by the classification module 30. As a result, the
future response time at which the OFF signal is generated
is increased such that the high beam 34 is remains ON
longer and may be variously determined by the OEM. In
embodiments where the high beam 34 is continuously
variable between an ON and OFF state, the future re-
sponse time of the OFF signal, as modified in step 165,
may result in a prolonged start time at which to begin
dimming of the high beam 34 and/or a prolonged length
of time to dim off the high beam 34. By performing step
160 before step 165, the future response time may be
variable based on the number and classification of the
object(s) of interest, namely whether the object(s) of in-
terest is an oncoming or preceding vehicle. However, it
is contemplated that the response time of the OFF signal
may be the same regardless of whether the object(s) of
interest is an oncoming or preceding vehicle, if desired.
Once the future response time of the OFF signal has
been modified, the controller 14 saves it to memory 63
(FIG. 1) at step 135 and returns to step 100. In some
embodiments, the future response time of the OFF sig-
nal, as modified at step 165, may overwrite a default re-
sponse time or a previously saved future response time
of the OFF signal such that the high beam 34 is turned
OFF pursuant to the most recently saved future response
time in a subsequent iteration of the step 110 under the
conditions described above. Thus, it is to be understood
that the future response time of the OFF signal, as mod-
ified and saved in steps 165 and 135, can be later imple-

mented in specific instances where the signal 32 corre-
sponds to an ON signal (e.g., resulting in the high beam
34 being in an ON state) and may be based on the number
of objects of interest detected in the image data, a speed
of the controlled vehicle, a relative distance and/or ori-
entation between the controlled vehicle and the detected
object(s) of interest, a geographical location of the con-
trolled vehicle, or any combination thereof.
[0034] With respect to the present embodiment of the
method 62, the various pathways described herein illus-
trate that multiple and distinct future OFF signals may be
saved for a variety of specific driving scenarios. Each
future OFF signal can be saved in a corresponding block
of memory 63 and continuously updated through subse-
quent iterations of the method 62. In determining the fu-
ture OFF signals, the controller 14 may advantageously
classify between object(s) of interest and noninterest and
may also consider information provided from one or more
vehicle inputs. For example, the future response time of
the OFF signals may be variable based on a classification
type, a speed of the controlled vehicle, a relative posi-
tioning (e.g., distance and/or orientation) between the
controlled vehicle and the classification type, an operat-
ing environment of the controlled vehicle, or a combina-
tion thereof. Accordingly, multiple iterations of the meth-
od 62 will eventually result in a response time of the OFF
signals that is a close reflection of not only driver behav-
ior, but also the environment in which the controlled ve-
hicle is operating. Thus, over time, the frequency of over-
rides to the signal 32 may be substantially decreased or
eliminated altogether, resulting in a more enjoyable driv-
ing experience for a driver of the controlled vehicle.
[0035] The above description is considered that of the
preferred embodiments only. Modifications of the inven-
tion will occur to those skilled in the art and to those who
make or use the invention. Therefore, it is understood
that the embodiments shown in the drawings and de-
scribed above are merely for illustrative purposes and
not intended to limit the scope of the invention, which is
defined by the claims .

Claims

1. An imaging (10) system comprising:

an image sensor (12) configured to acquire one
or more images of a scene external and forward
of a controlled vehicle and to generate image
data corresponding to the acquired images;
a controller (14) communicatively connected to
the image sensor (12) and configured to:

receive and analyze the image data;
detect an object of interest in the image da-
ta, wherein the object of interest is at least
one of an oncoming vehicle (18) and a pre-
ceding vehicle (20);
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generate an OFF signal (32) based on the
detection of the object of interest in the im-
age data, or an ON signal (32) based on a
lack thereof, wherein a high beam (34) con-
trol of the vehicle is turned ON based on the
ON signal (32), and wherein the high beam
(34) control of the vehicle is turned OFF
based on the OFF signal (32);
modify a future response time at which the
OFF signal is generated based on an exter-
nal overriding (46) of the ON signal (32) or
the OFF signal (32), wherein modification
of the future response time is further based
on detecting at least one object of interest
in the image data subsequent to the external
overriding (46) of the ON signal (32) or the
OFF signal (32), and wherein the future re-
sponse time corresponds to at least one of
a time at which to begin a dimming off of a
high beam (34) and a length of time to dim
off the high beam (34);

characterized in that the controller is further
configured to:
detect at least one object of noninterest in the
image data, the at least one object of noninterest
comprising non-vehicle light sources detected
in the image data; and
classify the at least one object of noninterest
based on the detection of associated light fea-
tures in the image data, and change a weighted
value that is assigned to light features associat-
ed with the at least one object of noninterest in
order to hasten or prolong a future classification
thereof, thereby decreasing or increasing the fu-
ture response time at which the OFF signal (32)
is generated.

2. The imaging system (10) as claimed in claim 1,
wherein the controller (14) further shortens or in-
creases the future response time based on the ex-
ternal overriding (46) of the ON signal (32) and at
least one object of interest being detected in the im-
age data.

3. The imaging system (10) as claimed in any one of
claims 1 and 2, wherein modification of the future
response time is further based on detection of at least
one object of interest in the image data, a speed of
the vehicle, a relative positioning between the vehi-
cle and the at least one object of interest, a geo-
graphical location of the vehicle, or any combination
thereof.

4. A method (62) of controlling exterior lights of a vehi-
cle as being implemented by a controller, comprising
the steps of:

acquiring one or more images of a scene exter-
nal and forward of a controlled vehicle and to
generating image data corresponding to the ac-
quired images;
analyzing the image data;
detecting an object of interest in the image data,
wherein the object of interest is at least one of
an oncoming vehicle (18) and a preceding ve-
hicle (20);
generating an OFF signal (32) based on the de-
tection of the object of interest in the image data,
or an ON signal (32) based on a lack thereof,
wherein a high beam (34) control of the vehicle
is turned ON based on the ON signal (32), and
wherein the high beam (34) control of the vehicle
is turned OFF based on the OFF signal (32); and
modifying a future response time at which the
OFF signal (32) is generated based on an ex-
ternal overriding (46) of the ON signal (32) or
the OFF signal (32), wherein the step of modi-
fying the future response time is further based
on detecting at least one object of interest in the
image data subsequent to the external overrid-
ing (46) of the ON signal (32) or the OFF signal
(32), wherein the future response time corre-
sponds to at least one of a time at which to begin
a dimming off of a high beam (34) and a length
of time to dim off the high beam (34);
characterized in that the method further com-
prises the steps of:

detecting at least one object of noninterest
in the image data, the at least one object of
noninterest comprising non-vehicle light
sources detected in the image data; and
classifying the at least one object of nonin-
terest based on the detection of associated
light features in the image data and chang-
ing a weighted value that is assigned to light
features associated with the at least one ob-
ject of noninterest in order to hasten or pro-
long a future classification thereof, thereby
decreasing or increasing the future re-
sponse time at which the OFF signal (32) is
generated.

5. The method (62) as claimed in claim 4, wherein the
step of modifying the future response time further
comprises shortening or increasing the future re-
sponse time based on the external overriding (46)
of the ON signal (32) and at least one object of in-
terest being detected in the image data.

6. The method (62) as claimed in any one of claims 4
and 5, wherein the step of modifying the future re-
sponse time is further based on detection of at least
one object of interest in the image data, a speed of
the vehicle, a relative positioning between the vehi-
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cle and the at least one object of interest, a geo-
graphical location of the vehicle, or any combination
thereof.

7. A non-transitory computer readable medium (65)
having stored thereon software instructions suitable
to be executed by a processor (64), the software
instructions comprising the method (62) steps ac-
cording to any one of claims 4 to 6.

Patentansprüche

1. Abbildungssystem (10), umfassend:

einen Bildsensor (12), der so ausgestaltet ist,
dass er ein oder mehrere Bilder einer Szene au-
ßerhalb von und vor einem gesteuerten Fahr-
zeug erfasst und Bilddaten erzeugt, die den er-
fassten Bildern entsprechen;
eine Steuerung (14), die mit dem Bildsensor (12)
kommunikativ verbunden ist und so ausgestaltet
ist, dass sie:

die Bilddaten empfängt und analysiert;
ein interessierendes Objekt in den Bildda-
ten erkennt, wobei das interessierende Ob-
jekt mindestens eines von einem entgegen-
kommenden Fahrzeug (18) und/oder eines
von einem vorausfahrenden Fahrzeug (20)
ist;
ein AUS-Signal (32) basierend auf der Er-
kennung des interessierenden Objekts in
den Bilddaten, oder ein EIN-Signal (32) ba-
sierend auf einem Fehlen davon erzeugt,
wobei eine Steuerung des Fahrzeugs für
Fernlicht (34) basierend auf dem EIN-Sig-
nal (32) eingeschaltet wird, und wobei die
Steuerung des Fahrzeugs für Fernlicht (34)
basierend auf dem AUS-Signal (32) ausge-
schaltet wird;
eine zukünftige Reaktionszeit, mit der das
AUS-Signal erzeugt wird, basierend auf ei-
nem externen Außerkraftsetzen (46) des
EIN-Signals (32) oder des AUS-Signals
(32) modifiziert, wobei eine Modifizierung
der zukünftigen Reaktionszeit ferner auf ei-
nem Erkennen mindestens eines interes-
sierenden Objekts in den Bilddaten nach
dem externen Außerkraftsetzen (46) des
EIN-Signals (32) oder des AUS-Signals
(32) basiert, und wobei die zukünftige Re-
aktionszeit mindestens einer von einer Zeit,
zu der mit einem Abblenden eines Fern-
lichts (34) begonnen wird, und/oder einer
von einer Zeitdauer der Abblendung des
Fernlichts (34) entspricht;

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass die Steuerung
ferner so ausgestaltet ist, dass sie:

mindestens ein nichtinteressierendes Ob-
jekt in den Bilddaten erkennt, wobei das
mindestens eine nichtinteressierende Ob-
jekt Nicht-Fahrzeug-Lichtquellen umfasst,
die in den Bilddaten erkannt werden; und
das mindestens eine nichtinteressierende
Objekt basierend auf der Erkennung damit
verbundener Lichtmerkmale in den Bildda-
ten klassifiziert, und einen gewichteten
Wert, der Lichtmerkmalen zugeordnet ist,
die mit dem mindestens einen nichtinteres-
sierenden Objekt verbunden sind, ändert,
um eine zukünftige Klassifizierung davon zu
beschleunigen oder hinauszuzögern, wo-
durch die zukünftige Reaktionszeit, mit der
das AUS-Signal (32) erzeugt wird, verkürzt
oder verlängert wird.

2. Abbildungssystem (10) nach Anspruch 1, wobei die
Steuerung (14) die zukünftige Reaktionszeit ferner
basierend auf dem externen Außerkraftsetzen (46)
des EIN-Signals (32) und darauf, dass mindestens
ein interessierendes Objekt in den Bilddaten erkannt
wird, verkürzt oder verlängert.

3. Abbildungssystem (10) nach einem beliebigen der
Ansprüche 1 und 2, wobei die Modifizierung der zu-
künftigen Reaktionszeit ferner auf einer Erkennung
mindestens eines interessierenden Objekts in den
Bilddaten, einer Geschwindigkeit des Fahrzeugs, ei-
ner relativen Positionierung zwischen dem Fahrzeug
und dem mindestens einen interessierenden Objekt,
einem geographischen Standort des Fahrzeuges
oder einer beliebigen Kombination davon basiert.

4. Verfahren (62) zum Steuern von Außenleuchten ei-
nes Fahrzeugs, wie von einer Steuerung implemen-
tiert, das die folgenden Schritte umfasst:

Erfassen eines oder mehrerer Bilder einer Sze-
ne außerhalb von und vor einem gesteuerten
Fahrzeug und zum Erzeugen von Bilddaten, die
den erfassten Bildern entsprechen;
Analysieren der Bilddaten;
Erkennen eines interessierenden Objekts in den
Bilddaten, wobei das interessierende Objekt
mindestens eines von einem entgegenkom-
menden Fahrzeug (18) und/oder eines von ei-
nem vorausfahrenden Fahrzeug (20) ist;
Erzeugen eines AUS-Signals (32) basierend auf
der Erkennung des interessierenden Objekts in
den Bilddaten, oder eines EIN-Signals (32) ba-
sierend auf einem Fehlen davon, wobei eine
Steuerung des Fahrzeugs für Fernlicht (34) ba-
sierend auf dem EIN-Signal (32) eingeschaltet
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wird, und wobei die Steuerung des Fahrzeugs
für Fernlicht (34) basierend auf dem AUS-Signal
(32) ausgeschaltet wird; und
Modifizieren einer zukünftigen Reaktionszeit,
mit der das AUS-Signal (32) erzeugt wird, ba-
sierend auf einem externen Außerkraftsetzen
(46) des EIN-Signals (32) oder des AUS-Signals
(32), wobei der Schritt des Modifizierens der zu-
künftigen Reaktionszeit ferner auf einem Erken-
nen mindestens eines interessierenden Objekts
in den Bilddaten nach dem externen Außerkraft-
setzen (46) des EIN-Signals (32) oder des AUS-
Signals (32) basiert, und wobei die zukünftige
Reaktionszeit mindestens einer von einer Zeit,
zu der mit einem Abblenden eines Fernlichts
(34) begonnen wird, und/oder einer von einer
Zeitdauer der Abblendung des Fernlichts (34)
entspricht;
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass das Verfahren
ferner folgende Schritte umfasst:

Erkennen mindestens eines nichtinteres-
sierenden Objekts in den Bilddaten, wobei
das mindestens eine nichtinteressierende
Objekt Nicht-Fahrzeug-Lichtquellen um-
fasst, die in den Bilddaten erkannt werden;
und
Klassifizieren des mindestens einen
nichtinteressierenden Objekts basierend
auf der Erkennung damit verbundener
Lichtmerkmale in den Bilddaten, und Än-
dern eines gewichteten Werts, der Licht-
merkmalen zugeordnet ist, die mit dem min-
destens einen nichtinteressierenden Objekt
verbunden sind, um eine zukünftige Klassi-
fizierung davon zu beschleunigen oder hi-
nauszuzögern, wodurch die zukünftige Re-
aktionszeit, mit der das AUS-Signal (32) er-
zeugt wird, verkürzt oder verlängert wird.

5. Verfahren (62) nach Anspruch 4, wobei der Schritt
des Modifizierens der zukünftigen Reaktionszeit fer-
ner ein Verkürzen oder Verlängern der zukünftigen
Reaktionszeit basierend auf dem externen Außer-
kraftsetzen (46) des EIN-Signals (32) und darauf,
dass mindestens ein interessierendes Objekt in den
Bilddaten erkannt wird, umfasst.

6. Verfahren (62) nach einem beliebigen der Ansprü-
che 4 und 5, wobei der Schritt des Modifizierens der
zukünftigen Reaktionszeit ferner auf einer Erken-
nung mindestens eines interessierenden Objekts in
den Bilddaten, einer Geschwindigkeit des Fahr-
zeugs, einer relativen Positionierung zwischen dem
Fahrzeug und dem mindestens einen interessieren-
den Objekt, einem geographischen Standort des
Fahrzeuges oder einer beliebigen Kombination da-
von basiert.

7. Nichtflüchtiges computerlesbares Medium (65), das
darauf gespeicherte Softwareanweisungen auf-
weist, die dafür geeignet sind, von einem Prozessor
(64) ausgeführt zu werden, wobei die Softwarean-
weisungen die Schritte des Verfahrens (62) nach ei-
nem beliebigen der Ansprüche 4 bis 6 umfassen.

Revendications

1. Système d’imagerie (10) comportant :

un capteur d’image (12) configuré pour acquérir
une ou plusieurs images d’une scène externe
et à l’avant d’un véhicule commandé et pour gé-
nérer des données d’image correspondant aux
images acquises ;
un contrôleur (14) relié en communication au
capteur d’image (12) et configuré pour :

recevoir et analyser les données d’image ;
détecter un objet d’intérêt dans les données
d’image, dans lequel l’objet d’intérêt est au
moins un élément parmi un véhicule à l’ap-
proche (18) et un véhicule précédent (20) ;
générer un signal d’ARRÊT (32) sur la base
de la détection de l’objet d’intérêt dans les
données d’image ou un signal de MARCHE
(32) sur la base d’une absence de celui-ci,
dans lequel une commande de feux de rou-
te (34) du véhicule est mise en MARCHE
sur la base du signal de MARCHE (32) et
dans lequel la commande de feux de route
(34) du véhicule est mise à l’ARRÊT sur la
base du signal d’ARRÊT (32) ;
modifier un temps de réponse futur auquel
le signal d’ARRÊT est généré sur la base
d’un écrasement externe (46) du signal de
MARCHE (32) ou du signal d’ARRÊT (32),
dans lequel une modification du temps de
réponse futur est en outre basée sur une
détection d’au moins un objet d’intérêt dans
les données d’image à la suite de l’écrase-
ment externe (46) du signal de MARCHE
(32) ou du signal d’ARRÊT (32) et dans le-
quel le temps de réponse futur correspond
à au moins un élément parmi un moment
auquel commencer un affaiblissement de
feux de route (34) et une durée d’affaiblis-
sement des feux de route (34) ;

caractérisé en ce que le contrôleur est en outre
configuré pour :

détecter au moins un objet de non-intérêt
dans les données d’image, le au moins un
objet de non-intérêt comportant des sour-
ces de lumière hors véhicule détectées
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dans les données d’image ; et
classer le au moins un objet de non-intérêt
sur la base de la détection de caractéristi-
ques de lumière associées dans les don-
nées d’image et modifier une valeur pondé-
rée qui est attribuée à des caractéristiques
de lumière associées à le au moins un objet
de non-intérêt afin de précipiter ou de pro-
longer un classement futur de celui-ci, ce
qui permet d’abaisser ou d’augmenter le
temps de réponse futur auquel le signal
d’ARRÊT (32) est généré.

2. Système d’imagerie (10) selon la revendication 1,
dans lequel le contrôleur (14) raccourcit ou augmen-
te davantage le temps de réponse futur sur la base
de l’écrasement externe (46) du signal de MARCHE
(32) et d’au moins un objet d’intérêt détecté dans les
données d’image.

3. Système d’imagerie (10) selon l’une quelconque des
revendications 1 et 2, dans lequel une modification
du temps de réponse futur est en outre basée sur
une détection d’au moins un objet d’intérêt dans les
données d’image, une vitesse du véhicule, un posi-
tionnement relatif entre le véhicule et le au moins un
objet d’intérêt, un emplacement géographique du
véhicule ou toute combinaison de ceux-ci.

4. Procédé (62) de commande de lumières extérieures
d’un véhicule, tel que mis en œuvre par un contrô-
leur, comportant les étapes de :

acquisition d’une ou plusieurs images d’une
scène externe et à l’avant d’un véhicule com-
mandé et génération de données d’image cor-
respondant aux images acquises ;
analyse des données d’image ;
détection d’un objet d’intérêt dans les données
d’image, dans lequel l’objet d’intérêt est au
moins un élément parmi un véhicule à l’appro-
che (18) et un véhicule précédent (20) ;
génération d’un signal d’ARRÊT (32) sur la base
de la détection de l’objet d’intérêt dans les don-
nées d’image ou d’un signal de MARCHE (32)
sur la base d’une absence de celui-ci, dans le-
quel une commande de feux de route (34) du
véhicule est mise en MARCHE sur la base du
signal de MARCHE (32) et dans lequel la com-
mande de feux de route (34) du véhicule est
mise à l’ARRÊT sur la base du signal d’ARRÊT
(32) ; et
modification d’un temps de réponse futur auquel
le signal d’ARRÊT (32) est généré sur la base
d’un écrasement externe (46) du signal de MAR-
CHE (32) ou du signal d’ARRÊT (32), dans le-
quel l’étape de modification du temps de répon-
se futur est en outre basée sur une détection

d’au moins un objet d’intérêt dans les données
d’image à la suite de l’écrasement externe (46)
du signal de MARCHE (32) ou du signal d’AR-
RÊT (32), dans lequel le temps de réponse futur
correspond à au moins un élément parmi un mo-
ment auquel commencer un affaiblissement des
feux de route (34) et une durée pendant laquelle
affaiblir les feux de route (34) ;
caractérisé en ce que le procédé comporte en
outre les étapes de :

détection d’au moins un objet de non-intérêt
dans les données d’image, le au moins un
objet de non-intérêt comportant des sour-
ces de lumière hors véhicule détectées
dans les données d’image ; et
classement du au moins un objet de non-
intérêt sur la base de la détection de carac-
téristiques de lumière associées dans les
données d’image et changement d’une va-
leur pondérée qui est attribuée à des carac-
téristiques de lumière associées à le au
moins un objet de non-intérêt afin de préci-
piter ou de prolonger un classement futur
de celui-ci, ce qui permet de diminuer ou
d’augmenter le temps de réponse futur
auquel le signal d’ARRÊT (32) est généré.

5. Procédé (62) selon la revendication 4, dans lequel
l’étape de modification du temps de réponse futur
comporte en outre le raccourcissement ou l’augmen-
tation du temps de réponse futur sur la base de
l’écrasement externe (46) du signal de MARCHE
(32) et d’au moins un objet d’intérêt détecté dans les
données d’image.

6. Procédé (62) selon l’une quelconque des revendi-
cations 4 et 5, dans lequel l’étape de modification du
temps de réponse futur est en outre basé sur une
détection d’au moins un objet d’intérêt dans les don-
nées d’image, d’une vitesse du véhicule, d’un posi-
tionnement relatif entre le véhicule et le au moins un
objet d’intérêt, d’un emplacement géographique du
véhicule ou de toute combinaison de ceux-ci.

7. Support non transitoire lisible par ordinateur (65)
ayant, stockées sur celui-ci, des instructions logiciel-
les adaptées pour être exécutées par un processeur
(64), les instructions logicielles comportant les éta-
pes du procédé (62) selon l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 4 à 6.
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